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We’ve worked with hundreds of UK schools and have seen the many benefits 
of outdoor learning and play first hand.

So, we’ve created four free lesson plans that are aimed at encouraging 
nurseries and schools to hold outdoor games that all children can get involved 
in and introduce lesson plan assessment strategies into their timetables.

This is the final activity in the series. If you’d like to collect all of the games in 
our series so far, click on the links to games one, two and three. Enjoy!

Lesson plan 4

REVIEW 
AND ASSESSMENT

REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT DETAILS

NATIONAL CURRICULUM LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

CHILDREN SHOULD:

1.  TAKE PART IN OUTDOOR AND ADVENTUROUS ACTIVITY 

CHALLENGES, BOTH INDIVIDUALLY AND WITHIN A TEAM.

2.  ASSESS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THEIR OWN AND OTHERS’ 

RULES AND SUGGEST IMPROVEMENTS.
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

• Game Rater worksheet

• The rules from Game Rules (lesson 3)

Select one of the videos taken during Lesson 3 and the instructions and introduce the game to the class.

Ask pupils to play the game in groups, or as a class, if appropriate, for 10 minutes.

End with a 5-minute review. Use your Game Rater worksheet to encourage pupils to rate the game based 

on the columns contained within your sheet. 

Ask pupils to provide constructive, positive feedback. For instance, by thinking of one way in which they 

could make the game better.

Repeat this activity for each game.

WHAT TO DO DURATION: 10 MINUTES

Note to teachers 

This activity can be held either as one lesson or a 
string of short activities that can be used to break 
up the day/get everybody active in the morning.

You’ll need to create a Game Rater worksheet that 
pupils can use to ‘rate’ their experience. This can 
simply be a sheet of A3 that contains columns,  
such as:

•  Rating (out of 5)

•  Fun 

•  Safety

•  Easy or difficult

We hope you find this lesson plan useful and that it encourages you to 
use more lesson plan assessment strategies in the future. 

If you have any questions, please contact us on info@canopiesuk.co.uk
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